
                                                            

Golden Balls
 
The Golden Ball is a symbol of absolute perfection and beauty; in one sense the Golden 
Ball is a toy for spoiled princesses and in another the golden balls represent disembodied 
yet cherished genital jewelry. This ambiguously titled album embodies the multi-
dimensional themes of body and identity, beauty and mortality, individual and society, 
deconstruction and post-mediality.
 
Fantas Schimun's second solo album took four years to complete and one would be 
remised not to sense the care that went into each song. Here the artist acts not on only 
as a songwriter, musician, and producer, but also as label owner: Golden Balls will be 
released on the 3th of January, 2014 by the artist's recently founded record label Keto on 
vinyl and as a download.
 
Golden Balls impresses the listener with its sovereignty, clarity, and consistency as well as 
in the selection of the motifs, the musical arrangements, and the choice of the musicians. 
Only a small fraction of the music relies on electronic samples: the entire album is largely 
recorded with analogue instruments. Schimun's aim was to make an album, "where the 
music stands in the foreground", reaching far beyond simple analogness. Moreover, it is 
about digging "the music"—as a medium of cultural and political codes—out of the "popular 
music" swamp and making the code audible and readable in a new way.
 
Fantas Schimun wrote most of the lyrics herself. Her approach gives the album a 
complexity that defies quick consumption by taking from the history of music, film, 
literature, and philosophy. With every reference posted either as a comment, signpost, 
bait, or scent, Golden Balls guides the listener into a strangely familiar present which 
Schimun stirs up in a new, disturbing way. Similar to the pictures of a laterna magica, the 
songs take on a cinematic quality the more intensely and the more often they are heard.
 
The surprising instrument, tempi, or style changes are not the sole cause for the listener 
to be moved: the inexplicit texts and their immanent deconstructions give the impression 
that here goes something beyond the framework directly into the brain. Golden Balls does 
not waste the opportunity for a reality check at all.
 
1  With "Back to the Present", in the beginning of the album, the artist raises the question 
of meaning: "Vielleicht gibt es noch einen Sinn, der darauf wartet, das ich ihn hole. Brav bei 
Geburt, ein Kind das im Brutkasten liegt. Vielleicht bin ich nur Irgendwas, vielleicht bin ich 
nur Abwesenheit von Sinn und der Sinn…" (Perhaps there is still a sense, waiting for me to 
pick it up. Well behaved from the moment of birth, a child that lies in the incubator. 
Perhaps Ím just something, maybe Ím just absence of sense and sense itself…)
Max Müller's compressed timbre leaves no doubt that there is only a little hope in answer 
to this question. But there is also good news, that it is beautifully accurate the way it is. 
Christopher Isherwood's maxim "And then i realized that everything is exactly the way it́s 
meant to be" from A single man (1964) reverberates here the sense that there are just 
those moments of utmost clarity linking you to the present. Two statements: one 
program? Two programs: one statement? "Back to the Present" grooves along a down-
beat West Coast Boulevard, where some dub elements were added as street lights. The 
helicopter noise in the middle of the track is electronically modified traffic noise taken from 
the Viennese Prater.
 
With "Back to the Present", the artist makes it clear that she is not willing to submit to a 
specific genre or to embrace a special style of music. This is also true for all the 
compositions on the album. Her vocal arrangements also further traverse boundaries, not 
only among various genres, but also through the genders, ages, and of course, emotional 
states. Strange that Max Müller of all people, the singer of the Berlin band Mutter, 
immerses into a prenatal situation, which may be interpreted as a paradox of the song.
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2. "Unsere Schatten werfen unterschiedlichste Fratzen in den Spiegel" (Our shadows 
reflect  various grimaces in the mirror) is a surprising title for a song which deals with the 
topic of society handling time. The first 60 seconds of the song is comfortably accented 
with walking tuba and percussion (excellent: Igor Gross) and this changes promptly: The 
song goes full steam ahead with a sudden hammering and almost hysterical piano. 
Schimun's polyphonic layered vocals do not lag behind this wild pace. The lyrics are highly 
ironic and deal with the topic of contemporary society's paralyzing escapism. "Schön auf 
Zeit spielen, gelassen und freundlich, täuschen und tarnen, so langsam wie möglich, so 
schnell wie nötig. Unerreichbar sein." (Play for time in a calm and friendly way. Deceive and 
disguise as slowly as possible and as fast as necessary. Be unreachable!) Analogue, multi-
tracked hand clapping—no, it's not a sample from a drum machine—further accelerates the 
paradox.
 
3. "Golden Balls", the title track of the album, seems to take one ostensibly into the world of 
the frog king but yet raises very different questions. Who throws what into the fountain? 
Is it about a reversal of gender roles? Who actually shows up in the night in front of the 
Palace to demand the fulfillment of the given promise? Schimun's restrained 
arrangement, located between modern jazz and contemporary holds a skillful balance 
between sweetness and atonality. The artist's vocals are balanced with this ambivalence: 
Following her voice is like the shimmering train of a dress that causes your downfall. "That 
which thou hast promised must thou perform" appears to be a sentence that, in the 
present, increasingly takes on the form of a Freudian slip. If there is a statement, there 
might be substance; but, if there is no substance left, no more statements are possible. 
The bowed vibraphone dissipates in quiet, twinkling tones, a demontage of the given 
promise; it persists at the door of the Palace which remains closed off to the end of the 
song.
 
4. "AAAHRGH" is not only the title of the fourth piece, but also an onomatopoetic comic 
language element: usually the one where you can see the hero touching his or her neck 
with a contorted face. It is a verbalization of the unspoken which goes hand-in-hand with 
death, suffocation, or another sudden absence of vitality. Although other associations are 
also possible, Ms Schimun admits that during composition she imagined an aging office 
worker who succumbs to a heart attack while playing computer games. It is clear that the 
only two single lines of the text stick to the physicalness of smell and hearing. As a 
consequence, a soundtrack that makes one want to play in a loop unfolds.
Pondering bass, fluid piano, reduced percussion, noise. Reluctant and minimalistically soft, 
it fills the room in which the "rancid body" lies, now like a useless cocoon that was left 
behind after the butterfly flapped its wings.  It is an almost idyllic piece which, in spite of its 
four and a half minute length, appears to be much too short. The listener even enjoys 
focusing on the silence between the tones.
 
5. "Los Muertos" (the title also refers to the film of the same name by Lisandro Alonso) 
combines guitar and an idiosyncratic harmonium in an Argentine Tango, in which the 
32nd breaks scatter the step sequences perfidiously. What more do you want if we are 
going to a precise equation of the unavoidability of all desires: love. It is no coincidence 
that the text is written in French—the language of love. As a commemorated monologue, 
it describes love as a floating, unspecific space in the interpersonal:
"Pourquoi l'amour?" (Why always love exactly?) The dark murmur of Kouassi Penicka's 
voice carries the ambivalence that lies perfectly between seduction and repulsion, 
between hope and disillusionment and between the notes. Oddly, this piece also appears 
to be too short you would like to devote yourself longer to this tango...
 
6 With "Hello", a cover of the hit by Lionel Richie dating back to 1984, Fantas Schimun 
manages a stroke of genius. This transformation of the tearjerker by a simple change of 
the pronouns into a maze of self-admiration is the cleverest artifice. "Is it me I am looking 
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for? I can see it in my eyes. I can see it in my smile. I'm all I've ever wanted, (and) my arms 
are open wide…" Schimun's musical arrangement of this song into a gospel is like an ironic 
comment on the situation. The collective appeal of the Lord on behalf of his own glory 
develops into a farce. "Hello" strikes the listener with the force of a revelation. Schimun 
allows her singers to present their own individual voices, tempi, and timbres instead of a 
perfect arrangement which give the song its heart-touching strength and vitality: Tiny 
fluctuations like lights in the listener's head that begin to flicker and it is not for certain 
whether all of them will ever work properly again. The song is a hit, there is no doubt.
 
7 "Bunch" saunters with an ambiguous jazzy Rhodes intro; then the direction changes 
with references from "The Banana Boat Song". After the intro, the listener is sent on a 
catwalk of vanities through sneaky, funky grooves. "Bunch" was congenially written and 
sung with Joshua Korn from the band Porcelain Hip. There is a kind of magic in swapped 
pronouns and the catchy hook is like a hybrid of Christina Aquilera and Prince: "Fashion is a 
Lifestyle and I've Got the Look." More references, just to name but a few, from The Goo Goo 
Dolls, Cole Porter, and Michael Jackson are made. The kind of poetry created from this 
deconstruction of ready-made love exchanges is astonishingly poetic which, of course, 
disturbingly exposes our absolute contemporary narcissism—and our profound loneliness: 
"Teardrops in my eyes remind me of me…"
 
8. The album closes with the title "How every truth easily becomes a lie" and uses the 
magnificent voice of Elinor Mora, a New York raised performer, who distraughtly and 
rebelliously delivers the words as if this sad truth is the opportunity par excellence: "Now, 
when no solution was in sight it could no longer be a question of overcoming?" The future 
perspectives eliminate the effort in the face of future disasters. This allusion to the 
American civil rights movement's most famous protest song is of course no coincidence. 
Schimun, however, starkly eliminates romanticism: "You think you have chosen freely but 
still disappear in the mist. The fittest wins. This strengthens. We will overcome." It is 
perspective itself that can be overcome, focusing on the open scope of other possibilities.

Although we have had decades of waves of protest movements, it is more important to 
be aware of diversity and its multipliers rather than to conspire in simplicity against each 
other, whether that be against Web 2.0 or the next nuclear disaster. "How every truth 
easily becomes a lie" calls for nothing less than this disillusionment to become the 
impetus for taking action—in the here and now. Thus, the song seamlessly connects back 
to the first track of the album, "Back to the Present". 

This is a good reason, but it is definitely not the only reason to press "replay" on Golden 
Balls. It is not an album for the "silent majority" and it is nothing for complacent, egotistical, 
or easily satisfied people. It may reject world improvement and we may have to look at 
ourselves in the mirror to answer uncomfortable questions.  
It is good to keep many balls in the air rather than dropping most of them in various 
fountains. You may be surprised who it is that returns the ball.

Gabi Schaffner for KETO Recordings 2013
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